
 

GENERAL NON-FICTION 

“Peter Lerman is a real pro, a talented narrator who consistently delivers 

quality programs. And he's a pleasure to work with.”   

  - Margy Bauman, Publisher, University Press Audiobooks 

 

FFICTION / BIOGRAPHY 

 'A Deeper Blue: Townes Van Zandt  by Robert Earl Hardy 

 “Totally immersive… The audio equivalent of a page turner.  The telling itself is well 

organized and dramatic. The audio that I listened to is sensitive and 

dramatic. The narration voices shift from joyful to tragic without being 

maudlin. The regional accent shifts (male and female) are fun and 

insightful. 

  Amazon.com Five Star Review 

 

FICTION / SHORT STORIES 

 'The Golem of Hampstead'- Jacob J. Potashnik, Author  

"Peter Lerman is an intuitive, insightful reader who quickly grasps the nuances of the 

printed word and expresses the text as though he has lived it himself. 

Peter listened carefully to notes and instructions and found his way 

organically through my muscular text, revealing depths and meaning 

of which even I was unaware. 

More than all this, Peter is an enthusiastic partner in the creative 

process - producing this kind of work is not simply a job for him, but 

rather a vocation for which he has a gift. " 



 

FICTION / CRIME THRILLER 

 'Silent Source' - James Marshall Smith, PhD, Author 

"Quite simply, working with Peter Lerman is a delight! His talent for reading novels is 

remarkable, especially his innate ability to find the right dialect or accents 

for a wide variety of characters. Few can match that talent.  

I was particularly impressed with his uncanny attention to detail and his 

readiness to research words for which pronunciation was uncertain. I 

would highly recommend Peter to anyone requiring a superior 

professional read for their audiobook." 

 

NON-FICTION / MILITARY HISTORY 

 ‘How We Won and Lost the War in Afghanistan’ by Douglas Grindle 

“The narration by Peter Lerman was top notch. His voice was the perfect choice for a 

topic of such gravitas. Full marks for that.” 

 Goodreads.com Five Star review  

  

 

 

FICTION / COMEDY 

 ‘Ending in V’ by Michael Bussa 

"You brought them to life in a way that I'd hoped. I love it. You had me howling at my 

own work -- thank you!" 

 - Michael Bussa, Author 

 

"The narration was a lot of fun. It really captured her giddiness and his 

dripping contempt.". 

 - Audible.com Five Star Review 

 

NON-FICTION / HISTORY 

 ‘American Dunkirk’ by James M Kendra, Tricia Wachtendorf 

“The narration was well done. Peter Lerman's voice brought this book to life.” 

 - Audible.com Five Star Review 


